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Samsung EF-DX715BBEGGB mobile device keyboard Black Pogo
Pin

Brand : Samsung Product code: EF-DX715BBEGGB

Product name : EF-DX715BBEGGB

Book Cover Keyboard with Trackpad for Tab S9

Samsung EF-DX715BBEGGB mobile device keyboard Black Pogo Pin:

Get things done easily with the Book Cover Keyboard. The full-size keycaps, function keys and trackpad,
combined with DeX mode, deliver a PC-like experience with a single tap.

Magnetically attachable for easy replacement
With its magnetic design, you can easily attach and detach the back cover to personalize your device.
Replace it according to your preference to fit your everyday needs.

Effortless comes in 150°
Take it all the way back to 150° for a new level of freedom with the Book Cover Keyboard. Adjust the
angle on the back easily to find your perfect position to send emails, blog, study — you name it.

Enhance your productivity with wireless sharing
With Wireless Keyboard Sharing, you can easily connect to your other Galaxy devices and smoothly type
or navigate on them. Switch between devices with ease and take control of your phone as you would on
your tablet.

Keyboard

Keyboard number of keys 65
Pointing device * Trackpad
Numeric keypad *

Performance

Brand compatibility * Samsung
Compatibility * Galaxy Tab S9
Product colour * Black
Maximum screen size 27.9 cm (11")
Cover *

Performance

Angle adjustment (max) 150°

Ports & interfaces

Connectivity technology * Wireless
Device interface * Pogo Pin

Weight & dimensions

Width 173.7 mm
Depth 14.8 mm
Height 254.9 mm
Weight 423 g
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